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In the current work we examine the structural properties of water clusters that result from the
hydration of a rigid H3O

1 ion, under thermal conditions atT5250 K and for four different vapor
pressures at 0.0156, 0.0625, 0.25, and 1 mbar. For this purpose we have constructed a model
potential function that accounts explicitly not only for the three-body but for all orders of
many-body interactions between the ion and the water molecules and for charge transfer effects as
well. The adjustable parameters of the potential have been derived within;0.1kBT accuracy
through a concurrent fit to experimental enthalpy and entropy values from the corresponding cluster
growth reactions. Many-body interactions have been found to comprise;10% the three-body
interactions, a fact that can not be ignored. The calculations have been carried out in the Grand
Canonical ensemble (mPT) where cluster sizes with a mean number of 6.69, 9.67, 29.17, and 44.37
water molecules for the four respective vapor pressures, have been generated. We have found a
steady population transfer from the contact to the ion region to the second hydration shell as the
vapor pressure increases. Typical equilibrium molecular configurations consist predominantly of
pentagonal and hexagonal rings, that atp51 mbar completely encircle the ion, forming in this way
pronounced spherical cages. Radial distribution functions, polarization, and cluster density profiles
have also been calculated. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!51144-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The condensation of water droplets on ions is of cen
importance in atmospheric chemistry. The presence of la
protonated water cluster ions of the type H3O

1~H2O)1222, in
the altitude region from 80 to 90 Km where the temperatu
during the summer months are in the 120–140 K range1–3

has suggested their possible role in the formation of the n
tilucent clouds~NLC! via ion induced nucleation mecha
nisms. Ion induced nucleation of water vapor takes place
only in the upper atmosphere, but at lower altitudes as w
The H3O

1~H2O)1,2,3 clusters are the terminal species form
through a series of reactions in theD region of the atmo-
sphere.

Protonated water clusters consisting of as many as
water molecules have been generated in the laboratory in
135–300 K temperature range in a series of fast flow t
experiments by Castlemanet al.1,4

The knowledge of the structural properties of the wa
molecules around the hydronium ion is important in und
standing the dynamics of the proton transfer process in s
tions. There is a plethora ofab initio studies5–12 aiming
mainly to the investigation of the structures and energetic
the lower sequence of the protonated water cluster serie

It is known that the proton cannot exist on its own but

a!Electronic mail: avegiri@helix.eie.gr
9300021-9606/99/111(20)/9303/12/$15.00
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is attached to a water molecule with a large cohesion ene
of about 165 kcal/mol to form the very stable hydronium
However, ab initio calculations13–16 and graphical
techniques17 in larger clusters, have shown that the exce
charge can exist not only as H3O

1 but as H5O2
1 as well,

where in this case is shared by two neighboring water m
ecules. Although the minimum energy structures corresp
to a rigid hydronium ion, H5O2

1 centered structures hav
been found to be close in energy. Tuckermanet al.18 in their
ab initio molecular-dynamics~MD! calculations in the bulk
estimate the percentage contribution of the H3O

1 centered
configurations visited along a long MD trajectory to 60%
whereas the H5O2

1 centered ones constitute the 40%. Ho
ever, not similar estimations exist for clusters.

The necessity for the simulation of larger hydrated p
ton clusters arose from the magic number characteristic
havior of the H3O

1~H2O!20 clusters, which have bee
steadily observed under different experimental techniq
and conditions.19,20 Although the hypothesis21 for the exis-
tence of an underlying hydrogen bonded pentagonal dod
hedral structure encaging a hydronium ion, and the mix
water-TMA experiments by Castlemanet al.19 seemed to ex-
plain such an enhanced stability, not allab initio and model
calculations for these systems have been able to support
view. Highly deformed dodecahedral cages have been fo
to be the most stable ones with the excess proton prefe
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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9304 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 20, 22 November 1999 S. V. Shevkunov and A. Vegiri
tially incorporated into the cage lattice,16,17,22,23rather than in
the middle of it, according to the results of mod
calculations.20,24 The origin of the enhanced stability of th
dodecahedral structure has been attributed to entropic ra
than to energetic reasons.25 It was suggested23 that it is rather
due to the excess ionic positive charge that is distribu
among all the H atoms and not to Coulombic interactio20

between the hydronium unit and the lattice.
Apart from theab initio calculations, several model po

tential functions have also been developed over the year
the study of the hydronium ion hydration effects. Their p
rameters have been fitted toab initio data either of the
H2O–H3O

1 interaction26,27 or to minimum energy structure
of small ionic clusters.28–30These potential functions are dis
tinguished according to whether nonadditive interactions
incorporated either explicitly,26,30 or in the form of the self-
consistent calculation of the polarization energy,26,28–30 or
both.26,30 Their differences also lie on the way the exce
proton is treated, either as a rigid hydronium ion or as a f
particle. Kozacket al. proton model,28 Fornili et al.,26 and
Buffey et al.27 potential functions treat the hydronium as
rigid unit, whereas those of Lobaughet al.29 and Ojama¨e
et al.30 are built on flexible hydronium and water molecule
Proton transfer reactions have been treated inab initio
molecular-dynamics simulations by Tuckermanet al.18 and
Parrinelloet al.31

Despite the apparent limiting capabilities of mode
based on a rigid hydronium unit to describe the H5O2

1 cen-
tered structures, their overall performance is satisfact
when high accuracy in energies and proton transfer proce
are not considered. Forniliet al.26 Monte Carlo~MC! calcu-
lations in the bulk predict a four-coordinated hydronium i
and correlation functions in accordance with the experim
tal results of Trioloet al.,32 suggesting in this way that ‘‘•••in
a real system, water molecules in the vicinity of a new
formed hydronium ion relax to equilibrium configuration
with a time constant smaller than the hydroniu
lifetime••• .’’

Kozack and Jordan28 with their hydronium and proton
models predict structures that do not differ significant
Also, the Hodgeset al.33 rigid anisotropic site potentia
~ASP! potential model was able to predict minimum ener
structures that were very close withab initio H5O2

1 centered
ones. This may be due to the fact that the proton in a H5O2

1

unit, except from the monohydrate case where it is alm
equally shared in the middleway distance between the
oxygens, in all other cases it is preferentially bound close
one of the two water molecules. This trend becomes stron
as the number of the water molecules in the cluster
increased.13

The main objective of the current work is the examin
tion of the structural characteristics of the hydrated hyd
nium ions under thermal conditions, by employing a n
potential-energy function initially designed by one of the a
thors S.V.S. for the study of the structural properties of
OH2 hydrates.34 The novel features of the proposed mod
function is the explicit inclusion of all many-body and n
only of the three-body interactions, the consideration of
charge-transfer effects pertinent to the hydration of the H3O

1
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ion and the derivation of the potential function adjustab
parameters through a concurrent fitting to gas-phase exp
mentalenthalpiesandentropies35,36 of the following cluster
growth reactions H2O1H1~H2O)n21→H1~H2O)n at T
5300 K and forn51 – 8. When fitting to thermodynamic
data for the calibration of a particular model intermolecu
potential function, although enthalpy is a widely accept
quantity, the free energy rather than enthalpy alone is
most informative term. The reason is that free energy c
tains in addition the entropy term which is directly related
the density of states and, therefore, to the exact shape o
potential-energy surface. The utilization of thermodynam
data alone for the modeling of molecular interactions h
been a common procedure in the literature. Popular poten
models for water–water interactions, for instance, have b
derived this way, with their merits and shortcomings
course.

In the present case, however, the derivation of the po
tial parameters is based exclusively on microscopic rat
than on macroscopic information, since the experimen
data concerns small clusters fromn51,8. By reproducing in
a high accuracy the incremental enthalpies and entropie
these clusters we believe that we are also describing with
same accuracy the three, four, and higher order interact
pertaining among the molecules of the first shell, which
no more than four. The accurate description of the first sh
is quite a significant step toward the correct description
the entire cluster.

Despite the fact that the so far proposed model poten
functions are in a better position in predictingab initio struc-
tures and energies, because of the way they have been fi
namely toab initio potential energies or structures, they fa
to reproduce26,28thermodynamic data such as the experime
tal enthalpies.25,35–38 As far as we know, entropy has no
been checked. Our model is a different and independent
proach, aiming to the description of the thermal regim
where these potentials seem to fail. Simulations are p
formed at T5250 K, close to the temperature where t
experimental enthalpies and entropies have been meas
On the other hand, the performance of our potential mode
predictingab initio structures and energies is expected to
low. The proposed model is a first step approach to the
scription of the protonated water clusters. Its transferabi
to the description of other phase states of these clusters
be certainly improved by incorporating into the fitting pr
cessab initio data as well.

Our model assumes a rigid hydronium ion and rigid w
ter molecules. The simulations have been carried out aT
5250 K and at four different water vapor pressures
0.0156, 0.0625, 0.25, and 1 mbar. In this way stable io
water clusters with a respective mean size of 6.69, 9
29.17, and 44.37 water molecules, have been generated
the cluster generation the Grand Canonical statistical
semble (mPT) has been employed. The advantage relative
the Canonical ensemble, is that the cluster sizes are no
beforehand arbitrarily, but they are dictated by the enviro
mental conditions, the temperature, and the water vapor p
sure. The Grand Canonical ensemble provides a more re
tic description of the cluster growth in a gaseo
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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1(H2O)n
environment, by allowing for the material contact of th
cluster with the surrounding water vapor. Water molecu
are inserted into, or removed from a confining spherical c
ity by a Monte Carlo procedure. The contribution of th
many-body effects to the cluster binding energy is quite s
sitive to the variation of the particle number in the syste
and therefore, their explicit inclusion into the potential mod
is necessary if calculations are to be performed in the Gr
Canonical ensemble.

The organization of the article is the following. Sectio
II gives a detailed description of the model potential fun
tion. Section III gives the technical details of the simulatio
Section IV is devoted to the presentation and discussion
the results and Sec. V is a concluding summary.

II. INTERACTION POTENTIAL

Previous studies of nucleation of water molecules
simple ions have led to the conclusion that the most sign
cant systematic error introduced is from the omission of
many particle contributions.Ab initio calculations of water
clusters on Li1, Na1, K1, F2, and Cl2 ions,39 have shown
that three particle interactions of the water–ion–water ty
provide the most significant contribution to the many-parti
interactions, which comprise;10% of the system’s energy
Four-body interactions do not contribute more than 1%
2%. A similar theoretical~self-consistent field! SCF calcula-
tion for the H3O

1~H2O!2 clusters, by Kochanski6 gives a
value of 8% to 9% for the percentage contribution of t
three-body terms to the cluster total stabilization ener
without the authors excluding the possibility for a significa
contribution of higher order forces, especially for molecu
involved in the first hydration shell.

An estimation of the many body contributions to th
total energy of small water clusters has been given in R
40 and 41. The percentage contribution of the second-o
Moller–Plessett~MP2! three-body terms to the energy of th
3-mer, 4-mer and 5-mer is 17.2%, 24.6%, and 27.4%,
spectively. Four-body terms for the 4-mer, 5-mer contrib
by 2.1% and 3.56%, respectively. An almost linear dep
dence of the two-, three-, and four-body terms on cluster
has been observed.40

In the present model, the hydronium ion has been m
eled as a rigid slightly pyramidal structure with a cent
chargeQ54.802 981 0210 cgs~centimeter-gram-second! ac-
counting for the spherical part of the ionic field and with fo
additional charges for the nonspherical part of it. These p
sources, with magnitudes equal to 0.250 11029,
0.250 11029, 0.250 11029, and 20.750 31029 cgs, have
been distributed on the H3O

1 ion at the ~0.0, 1.0171,
0.2961!, ~20.8809, 20.5086, 0.2961!, ~0.8809, 20.5086,
0.2961!, and ~0.0, 0.0, 0.098! positions in the lab Cartesia
coordinate frame. All coordinates are in Å. The Rahman a
Stillinger ST242 potential has been employed for the descr
tion of the water–water interactions.

By adopting a rigid hydronium ion, we are certainly lim
iting the ability of the potential in describing dynamical fe
tures that are related to the proton transfer process, or to
description on equal footing of H5O2

1-centered structures.
Downloaded 08 Dec 2008 to 194.177.215.121. Redistribution subject to A
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A. Description of the potential model function

Analytically, it consists of the following terms:
1. A term describing the pairwise additive water–wa

interactions,Upair
w–w

In the five centered ST242 potential, four equal in mag-
nitude charges ofq51.132 062 10210 cgs units are placed on
the vertices of a tetrahedron. The two positive and nega
charges are located at a distance of 1.0 and 0.8 Å, res
tively, from the center occupied by the oxygen atom. In t
modelr OH is equal to 1.0 Å and the tetrahedral bond angle
109°288.

The full potential between all pairs of water molecules
written as

Upair
w–w5(

i , j
H 4«0

wS Fsw

r i j
G12

2Fsw

r i j
G6D

1sw~r i j !(
k51

4

(
l 51

4
qkql

ur k
i 2r l

j uJ , ~1!

«0
w andsw are equal to 5.260 510215 erg and 3.1 Å, respec

tively. sw(r i j ) is an r dependent screening function, intro
duced so as to smooth out the exaggerated heterogen
electric field of the point charges

sw~r !5H 0 0,r ,r L

~r 2r L!2~3r U2r L22r !/~r U2r L!3 r L<r<r U

1 r U,r ,`

,

~2!

with r L52.016 Å andr U53.1287 Å.r k
i is the position vec-

tor of thekth point charge of thei th molecule andr i j is the
distance between any two Lennard-Jones~LJ! centers. The
singularities in the Coulombic potential are avoided by int
ducing spherical hard-core potentials on each force cente
the water molecule, so that forr i j ,d051.55 Å and ur k

i

2r l
j u,dq50.1 Å, the corresponding pair term becomes in

nite.
2. A term describing the ion–water interactions, in term

of theUpol
w polarization energy of a single water molecule

the ionic field

upol
w ~r0

i !52
1

2
awF(

k
Ek~r0

i !G2

, ~3!

where

Ek~r0
i !5Ek

c~r0
i !1(

l 51

4

Ekl
J ~r0

i !. ~4!

The summation is over allk ions in the system.l runs
from 1,4 and denotes the point charges of the ion that co
spond to the nonspherical part of the ionic field. In t
present casek51. aw51.44 Å3 is the experimental value o
the isotropic polarizability of a single water molecule;r0

i is
the coordinate vector of the geometric center of thei th water
molecule;Ek(r ) represents the electric field of thekth ion,
with Ek

c(r ) and Ekl
J (r ) the spherical and nonspherical par

respectively. The spherical part of the electric field
screened bysw(R) ~where in this caseRL54.41 Å andRU

56.857 Å! in all types of interactions it is involved in. To
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9306 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 20, 22 November 1999 S. V. Shevkunov and A. Vegiri
avoid any field singularities the ionic point charges ha
been assigned a hard spherical core of radiusdl

s50.3 Å.
Thus, the total polarization energy of the system due

the electric field of the ion~s! is given by

Upol
w 5(

i
upol

w ~r0
i !, ~5!

where the summation is over all water molecules of the c
ter.

3. Lennard-JonesULJ
IW and electrostaticUcoul

IW terms be-
tween the ion and thei th water molecule.

ULJ
IW5(

i
4«0S F s

Ri
G12

2F s

Ri
G6D ,

~6!

Ucoul
IW 5(

i
(

k

5

(
l

4 qkql
i

ur k2r l
i u

,

Ri is the distance from the center of the ion to the oxyg
atom of thei th molecule. Summation is over all the wat
molecules in the system.«050.515 10213 erg and s
52.9636 Å. Field singularities are avoided by a spheri
hard-core potential of radiusd0

i –w51.0 Å. qk is the charge of
the ion andql

i is the l th charge of thei th molecule.
4. A term,UD

IW for the modeling of the nonelectrostat
attractive interactions between the water molecule and
ion. For the hydronium ion, attempts to model these inter
tions by means of LJ potentials only, repeatedly failed,
cause of the difficulty in reproducing the experimental fr
energy. The reason is that the narrow minimum of a LJ
tential gives a very small value for the entropy.

The additive component of this particular interaction
modeled with the help of a screening function

uD~Ri !52U0@12s~Ri !#, ~7!

wheres(R) has the same functional form as in Eq.~2!. In
this caseRL54.41 Å andRU56.875 Å. The final expression
is summed over all water molecules in the system

UD
IW5(

i
uD~Ri !. ~8!

5. A term, Ũww for the modeling of water–ion–wate
many-body exchange interactions at the close to the ion
gion

Ũww5a0S (
i , j

~ s̃~Ri !s̃~Rj !exp~2r i j /b0!!nD 1/n

, ~9!

where,a0 is an amplitude factor,b0 is a characteristic inter
action radius,Ri is the distance from the center of the ion
the oxygen atom of thei th water molecule, andr i j is the
distance between the geometric centers of thei th and j th
water molecules. The nonlinear parametern accounts for the
magnitude of the many-body effect. In the limiting casen
51, Eq.~9! reduces to the three-body exchange interactio
Downloaded 08 Dec 2008 to 194.177.215.121. Redistribution subject to A
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s̃~R!55
1 0,R,R̃L

12~R2R̃L!2~3R̃U2R̃L22R!/~R̃U2R̃L!3

R̃L<R<R̃U

0 R̃U,R,`

,

~10!

R̃L53.932 Å andR̃U56.669 Å.
Expressions~9! and~10! are valid for a single ion. When

more than one ions are present, thenR is defined as the
distance to the nearest ion.

6. A term, U tr
ww which describes in an explicit way th

Coulombic repulsion forces between two water molecu
that carry an excess electric charge. This charge is due to
fractional chargeDQi that has been transferred from the io
to the neighboringi th water molecule. This results into
dipole

pi5DQiRi , ~11!

whereRi is the vector directed from the ion to thei th mol-
ecule.DQi depends on the distance as follows:

DQi5k• s̃~Ri !•Q, ~12!

k is a parameter that varies in the@0,1# range and which
describes the degree of the charge-transfer process.s̃(R) is
given by Eq.~10!.

The interaction between the transferred charges is re
sented in the form of interacting dipoles

U tr
ww5(

i , j
S ~pi•pj !

r i j
3 23~12g!•

~pi•r i j !~pj•r i j !

r i j
5 D . ~13!

The parameterg is a correction associated with the fini
size of the dipoles. Forg50 Eq. ~13! reduces to the expres
sion for the interaction energy between two point dipol
The second term in the right-hand-side of Eq.~13! reflects
the anisotropy of the interaction with respect to ther i j vector
connecting thei th and j th water molecules.g varies in the
@0,1# interval. Expression~13! is regarded as an approxima
one and as a small correction to the leading terms of Eq.~9!.
The way that the screening functionss(R̃) are introduced
into Eq.~9! ensures that the corresponding many-body ter
in the expansion differ from zero, only after all of the wat
molecules that are involved into this term are found conc
rently at the ion neighborhood.

The potential function describing the total interaction
a single ion with a number of water molecules is given
the summation of terms 1–6.

U tot5Upair
w–w1Ucoul

IW 1Upol
w 1ULJ

IW1UD
IW1Ũww1U tr

ww . ~14!

B. Derivation of the potential parameters

The experimental data on the free energy of formation
protonated water clusters35,36 shows that the attachment o
every additional water molecule to the cluster cause
change of the entropy term. This effect is more pronoun
in the case of molecular ions of the type H3O

1 and OH2.
The hydronium ion H3O

1 is produced as a result of the dis
sociation of a water molecule H2O↔H11OH2, after which
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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1(H2O)n
the free proton is captured with a very large cohesion ene
~165 kcal/mol! by a neutral water molecule to form the h
dronium ion, H11H2O↔H3O

1. The second molecule is a
tached with a cohesion energy of 36 kcal/mol, the third o
with an energy of 22.3 kcal/mol, the fourth with 17 kcal/m
and so on.

If a comparison is to be made with the hydration beh
ior of the much studied alkali halides, we note that the
perimental hydration enthalpies of the H3O

1 ion are higher
than those of the halide ions43,44 for different numbers of
molecules. Despite this fact, the Na1–Cl2 system is unstable
in an aqueous solution at room temperature and disintegr
with high probability, whereas the dissociation of the H2O
molecule in liquid water is a very low probability proces
Kw510214.

The explanation of the different behavior of these ions
liquid water should lie in the different structure of their h
dration shells, which in turn is closely related to the entro
of hydration. The experimental entropies for a water m
ecule attachment to H3O

1 ~233.3, 229, 228.3, 232.6,
230.3, 229.6, 227 cal K21 mol21 for n51 – 7) tend to
larger values with increasing cluster sizen, whereas the en
tropies for the attachment of a water molecule to C2

~216.5, 220.8, 223.2, 225.8 cal K21 mol21 for n51 – 4)
tend to lower values asn increases. This means that th
hydration shell of the H3O

1 ion is less compact than that o
Cl2, a fact that might explain their different solubility i
water.

The method followed for the fitting was that of the su
cessive approximations, where several hundreds of runs
been performed in the bi-canonical statistical ensemble
the Monte Carlo method. At every run the free energy of
corresponding ionic clusters has been calculated by
method developed in Ref. 45. The same procedure was
repeated in the canonical statistical ensemble for the ca
lation of the internal energy.

The comparison between the experimental and the fi
values of the internalUN and the free energyGN , for the
H3O

1~H2O!n5127 clusters, are displayed in Table I.

UN5 (
n51

N

DUn21,n and GN5 (
n51

N

DGn21,n .

The numerical values of the parameters of the total
tential function are summarized in Table II.

Regarding the value of the nonlinear parametern, if it
were equal to one, this would mean that only three-bo
terms would have been significant. The present value in
cates that the higher-than-three many-body terms roug
represent the 10% of the three-body interactions.

Since the proposed potential model is in fact a pseu
potential that incorporates quantum effects and depend
temperature, it is expected to perform better at thermal e
gies. Nevertheless, we examined its ability in reproducingab
initio minimum energy structures by gradually cooling t
cluster down to a temperature of about 1 K. As an exam
we took the H9O4

1 ion, which is known to possess a glob
minimum with the three water molecules hydrogen bond
to the three hydrogens of the hydronium ion, with almo
linear bonds. The minimum energy structure from this pot
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tial compares well with theab initio results of Ojama¨e
et al.12,30 and Lee et al.10 regarding the hydrogen bon
lengths, at 1.57 Å. Correspondingab initio values are
1.55612,30 and 1.54 Å.10 All other geometrical parameters
however, disagree as, for example, the relative orientatio
the three attached water molecules and the direction of
hydrogen bonds, which have been found to be quite non
ear, at an angle of about 40 degrees off-axis.

III. TECHNICAL DETAILS OF THE CALCULATION

At T5250 K evaporation is significant and confineme
in a finite volume is required in order for the cluster to
stabilized. In this respect a hard wall, purely reflecti
spherical cavity, with a radius of 8–10 Å has been employ
As it has been shown,46 spherical cavities, because of the
symmetry, do not bias the configurational shape and
properties of the confined clusters. The radius of the ca
has been chosen such as to prevent the direct contact o
cluster with the walls. The gap of about 1–3 Å that is le
between the cavity walls and the water molecules is fil
with gas-phase molecules. On the other hand, the volum
this gap is much less than the volume of a single particle
the vapor, so that the average number of molecules in
gas layer can be neglected with respect to the numbe
molecules in the entire cluster. The size of the cluster in t
case can be regarded as coincident with the size of the
tem in the cavity.

The hydronium ion is located at the origin of the coo
dinate system and is oriented in such a way as to have
symmetry axis pointing along thez axis of the space fixed
coordinate system, with the hydrogens pointing to the po
tive z direction.

In general, a number of 100–300 Million random Ma
kov steps have been taken, each of them corresponding t
translation and the rotation of an individual water molecu

TABLE I. Comparison of current results for internal and free energy w
experiment~Refs. 35 and 36!. All values are in eV.

N 2UN
exp 2UN 2GN

exp 2GN

1 1.536 1.536 1.085 1.085
2 2.477 2.498 1.675 1.673
3 3.188 3.207 2.044 2.041
4 3.826 3.831 2.283 2.286
5 4.364 4.348 2.452 2.451
6 4.846 4.835 2.573 2.575
7 5.267 5.292 2.669 2.671

TABLE II. Numerical values of the adjustable parameters of the poten
model.

Q54.802 98 10210 cgs «050.515 10213 erg a050.841 10212 erg
«0

w55.260 5 10215 erg s052.9636 Å b0526.2 Å
sw53.1 Å d0

i–w51.0 Å n51.117
r L52.016 Å U050.173 110211 erg R̃L53.932 Å
r U53.1287 Å RL54.41 Å R̃U56.669 Å
d051.55 Å RU56.857 Å k50.095
dq50.1 Å g50
dl

s50.3 Å
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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9308 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 111, No. 20, 22 November 1999 S. V. Shevkunov and A. Vegiri
or to the insertion or removal of a single particle from t
system. Each move is accepted or rejected according to
standard Metropolis algorithm. Every trial to displace a m
ecule is followed by five trials to insert or remove one. T
acceptance probabilities of moves for displacement and r
tion were in the 0.35–0.60 range, whereas correspond
probabilities for insertions and removals were about 0.0
Therefore, during a single run 500 000–1 500 000 act
changes of the cluster size have been recorded.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Information about the cluster structure is derived fro
the calculation of the following quantities:

1. O–O, O–H, H–H, hydrogen–ion, and oxygen–i
radial distribution functions.

2. Local density distribution functions on differen
planes (zi) normal to thez axis, which is defined as th
symmetry axis of the ion as function of the radial distanceR
andzi .

3. Probability distribution functions of the angleu be-
tween the dipole moment vector of the water molecule a
the radial distanceR from the ion to the oxygen atom of th
molecule.

4. Probability distribution functions ofw, defined as the
rotation angle of the molecule about its own symmetry ax
For w50 the molecular plane coincides with the plane d
fined by thez axis and the symmetry axis of the molecule

The simulation is carried out atT5250 K and at four
different vapor pressures, atp50.0156, 0.062, 0.25, and
mbar, where thermodynamically stable clusters with a
spective, mean molecular size of 6.69, 9.67, 29.17, and 4
water molecules have been generated.

A. Ion–water structure

Ion–oxygengIO(R) and the half of the ion–hydroge
gIH(R) correlation function for the four different vapor pre
sures are displayed in Fig. 1. Table III contains the positi
of the first maximumRmax and minimumRmin of thegIO(R)
andgIH(R) correlation functions and the corresponding ru
ning coordination numbers,nIO andnIH . Radial distances are
measured from the oxygen atom of the ion.

For the two lowest pressures examined, the water m
ecules are arranged into two well separated hydration sh
For these two pressures the most probable first shell p
tions are at about the same distance from the ion. As
pressure increases a gradual transfer of water population
the second shell is observed. Note the decrease of the am
tude of the first shell peak, when the pressure increases
0.0156 to 0.0625 mbar and the subsequent rise of the se
shell population. The running coordination number in t
first shell and for the low-pressure region is very close
two, which corresponds to the coordination of excited co
figurations. At larger vapor pressures and cluster sizes m
ecules are entirely transferred into the second shell.

RegardinggIO(R), a direct comparison with first she
maximum and minimum radial positions for the Cl1, Na1,
and K1 spherical ions, for instance, cannot be made, si
the simulations are for different cluster sizes, potential fu
tions and temperatures. However, all of them place the
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hydration shell between 3 and 4 Å for Li147 and at about 2.5
Å and 2.9 Å for Na148 and K1,49 respectively. The mos
probable position of the first shell found here for the sma
hydronium water clusters is within this range of values a
in particular closer to the Na1 ion, giving thus to the hydro-
nium an effective charge close to that of Na1 to which it is
isoelectronic. However, we believe that there are not a
other similarities in contrast to Forniliet al.26 speculations
that the hydration properties of the hydronium and alk
metal ions are comparable.

The difference is in the strength of the hydration sh
that is formed around, let us say, the Na1 and H3O

1 ions, by
being stronger in the former case and looser in the lat
NaCl dissolves readily into water, whereas H3O

1 recombines
immediately with OH2. Since Na1 and H3O

1 have similar

FIG. 1. ~a! Ion–oxygengIO(R) and~b! the half of the ion–hydrogengIH(R)
radial distribution function at four different vapor pressures. Pressure i
mbar.

TABLE III. Ion–oxygen and ion–hydrogen pair correlation functions. S
text for the definition ofRmax andRmin . All Rs are in Å.

gIO(R) gIH(R)

p/mbar Rmax Rmin nIO Rmin Rmax nIH

0.0156 2.45 2.86 1.95 2.85 3.38 3.82
0.0625 2.47 2.86 1.60 2.85 3.38 3.16
0.25 5.64 6.47 29.18 5.43 6.21 41.86
1.00 5.74 6.47 44.37 5.51 6.31 63.7
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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charges, the difference lies mainly into the degree of coll
tivization of the outer electrons of the ions and into th
ability to transfer a portion of their excess charge. Char
transfer processes give rise to additional repulsion forces
tween the ion and the water molecules and between the w
molecules themselves, which partly compensate for the
tractive electrostatic forces and prevent the formation o
hydration shell at close to the ion distances. Charge tran
is not significant in the alkali halide ions. For a small numb
of water molecules the effect of the water–water repuls
diminishes before the stronger ion–water attraction an
hydration shell close to the ion is possible to be formed.

During the fitting process we tried to find a parameter
that would reduce the charge-transfer effects by weaken
the many-body interactions. In this case a stable first hyd
tion shell at contact ion–water distances and independen
the cluster size could be obtained, but the entropy of
cluster turned out to be in large disagreement, in fact bey
any experimental uncertainty, with the experimental data
the hydration reactions. After a number of trials with vario
interaction models we came to the conclusion that the re
sion of the molecules from the first hydration shell in t
case of the hydronium ion should be taken into consid
ation. This effect is completely absent in clusters descri
with simple pairwise additive interactions.

At this point here, we would like to compare our resu

FIG. 2. Superposition ofgIO(R) and the halfgIH(R) radial distribution
functions at~a! p50.0625 mbar and~b! p51 mbar.
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with those obtained by Kelterbaumet al.50 for the first 28
protonated water clusters, atT5300 K. The hydration
scheme they propose, consisting of a tight and well-defi
first shell, with position and shape independent of the clus
size, is quite different from what we find here. The proced
of the sequential filling-in of the shells would lead to signi
cantly lower entropy values, in contradiction to experime
On the other hand their cluster binding energies are syst
atically larger than the experimental values of Kebarleet al.

gIH(R) gives a qualitatively similar picture asgIO(R)
about the population transfer to the second shell, with
creasing cluster size~vapor pressure!. However, at low pres-
sures, only one significant hydrogen peak is observed in b
hydration shells, indicating that both hydrogens are at
same distance from the ion and that they point away from
ion, at least in the first shell. For instance, the first signific
peak ofgIH(R) for p50.0625 mbar atR;2.0 Å lies at the
right side of the first peak ofgIO(R) at R;2.5 Å. This is
better viewed if we superimpose thegIH(R) andgIO(R) cor-
relation functions at two indicative pressures in Fig. 2.

The fact that the value of the running coordination nu
ber for the oxygen in the first shell is almost half that of t
hydrogen atom, implies that the water molecules are m
likely to form a trigonal-type of bond as it has been observ
for simpler cations, like Na1,48,51,52Cl1,47 and K1.49

At larger pressures, Fig. 2~b!, two well-defined hydrogen
peaks are observed where the first and more significant
lies slightly at the left of the oxygen peak and the second
the right. This implies that the orientational properties of t
water molecules at the larger clusters are different from th
at the smaller ones, and not typical of the first-shell catio

FIG. 3. Two typical equilibrium configurations forn57 ~upper frame! and
n59 ~lower frame! water molecules. The black atom denotes the oxyg
atom of the hydronium unit.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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orientational preferences, where in most of the cases,
one hydrogen peak is observed. The second peak acco
for the dangling hydrogen atoms at the outer cluster surfa
whose average number is equal to 16.5 forp50.25 mbar and
25 for p51 mbar.

A few characteristic configurations from the small, inte
mediate and large cluster regime are illustrated in Figs. 3
Figure 3 displays typical configurations with 7 and 9 wa
molecules. Figure 4 illustrates typical structures with 13 a
14 water molecules, whereas in Fig. 5 structures with 38
48 water molecules are presented. The tendency of the io
the small clusters to be attached with two bonds to the res
the cluster is systematically observed. As the cluster siz
getting larger, the first signs for a cavity formation start
appear. At the intermediate cluster size regime 10,n,20,
before the ion gets entirely encircled, bonding is facilitat
through a single bridging water molecule whereas the res
the molecules are arranged in a manner already observe
larger structures in terms of pentagonal rings. Note tha
structures with a number of molecules larger than about
it is not the ionic field that plays the decisive role in stru
turing. It is rather the hydrogen bonding between adjac
water molecules that prevails. The picture we get here is
far from the one derived from the experimental cluster bin
ing energies.25,38 A rapid decrease of the cohesion ener
with increasingn, up ton;9 is observed, which energy fo
larger clusters does not vary appreciably with size. Th
data place the cluster size around nine as the transition re
above which the cluster stability and structure is mostly
termined by the water–water hydrogen bonding interactio

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3 forn513 ~upper frame! andn514 ~lower frame! water
molecules.
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With the further rise of the cluster size, this bridgin
molecule is drawn into the second hydration shell, fro
where only sporadic visits to the ion region are observ
Clusters with a number of molecules in the 35–50 size ran
tend to form deformed cages with a mean radius of about
Å, consisting mainly of pentagons and hexagons and w
the ion occupying the cavity center. Bonding with seve
water molecules gives a lower free energy than the forma
of a corresponding bond with the ion, and the water molec
prefers to be ‘‘swallowed’’ by the hydration shell, rather tha
to be captured by the ion. Since on the other hand, the w
molecules want to form as many as possible interactions w
the ion, they finally end up encircling it.

The main outcome of this work, namely the comple
depletion of the first shell for cluster sizes equal and lar
than about 29 molecules, seems to be in contradiction w
the results ofab initio calculations in, let us say, th
H1~H2O!n519222, where the hydronium ion, even in the ca
when it is encaged it is not detached from the rest of
cluster. However, we must pay attention to the fact that
population transfer observed in our calculations happens
temperature of 250 K.Ab initio calculations correspond to
T50 K. At the temperature of the simulation, the most pro
able configurations correspond not to the minimum of
potential energy, but to the minimum of the free energ
which contains the entropy termTS.

The explicit inclusion of the many-body nonadditiv
components in the model and the additional repulsion
neighboring water molecules because of the interaction

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 3 forn538 ~upper frame! andn548 ~lower frame! water
molecules.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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the excess dipoles generated due to charge transfer from
ion, are also responsible for the cluster detachment from
ion. Usually nonadditivities are taken into account by mea
of induced dipole—induced dipole interactions calculated
a self-consistent way and which are responsible for th
additional repulsion forces between neighboring water m
ecules. During the construction of the proposed potential
estimated that the inclusion of such induced polarizat
terms into the model would magnify the detachment tend
cies.

There are several indications that the particular encag
effect is rather entropic that energetic in origin. One exam
is the magic number H3O

1~H2O!20 clusters. The magic num
ber does appear atn520, even if the experimental bindin
energies25 of these clusters fromn56, to n528 show a
smooth trend with cluster size, particularly in then520 re-
gion. It is, therefore, inferred that entropic rather energe
effects give rise to the observed magic number. Entropy
comes more significant as the number of particles increa
and as the density of states becomes larger as well. For s
clusters, it is the energetic factor, through the immediate
teraction of the ion with the water molecules, that decides
cluster structure, whereas for large clusters,n.12 structural
effects come into play.

Another equally important factor that determines the s
vation of an ion is the ability of a particular system to ma
fest significant many-body interactions a fact that is direc
related to the ionic charge delocalization. F2 which is the
only one from the halide ion series to form covalent bond43

with the water hydrogen atoms, exhibits larger three-bo
contributions to the total cluster stabilization energy,53 than
the Cl2 ion, for instance.

B. Atom–atom pair correlation functions

Atom pair correlation functions for the four vapor pre
sures examined are plotted in Fig. 6. Superimposed are
correlation functions for the bulk water, which in this case
simulated as a cluster with 94 water molecules atT5250 K
and p51 mbar. For the larger clusters, three coordinat
shells that agree in the position of the first peak, are resol
The secondary shells are more pronounced than in the
water case with their positions significantly shifted to larg
distances. The main features of thegO–O(R) pair correlation
function are presented in Table IV.

Experimental values54 for Rmax andRmin for bulk water
at room temperature are 2.85 and 3.32 Å, respectively
particular, forp51 mbar, the value of the oxygen coordin
tion number indicates the existence of typical clathratel
structures which consist of triply coordinated water m
ecules. The experimental hydration number obtained for
uid water under the same conditions is about 4.6.

C. Orientational ordering of water dipoles

In Fig. 7 we plot the average angle between the dip
moment vector of the water molecule and the radius ve
connecting the oxygen atoms of the hydronium ion and
the water molecule, as function of the radial distance fr
the ion, at the four vapor pressures. Positive values of^cosu&
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correspond to dipole moment vectors that are pointing aw
from the ion, whereas for negative ones, the vectors are
rected toward the ion. In general, we distinguish three in
vals where the dipole moment vectors have alternating di
tions.

At short distances from the ion,~2.0–3.0 Å!, which is
the interval of the most probable ion–oxygen distance in
first coordination shell for the small clusters, the water m
ecules are oriented with their oxygens pointing to the io
~positive ^cosu&), where they benefit the most from the lo
calized positive field of the hydrogen atoms of the ion. T
average orientation of the water molecules changes with
tance over the range of the first shell, between 54° and
where the 90° orientation is assumed at the shell bounda

At intermediate radial distances~3–5 Å!, ^cosu& be-
comes negative and the water molecules prefer to be orie

FIG. 6. H–H ~a!, O–H ~b!, and O–O~c! pair correlation functions, at four
different vapor pressures. Pressure is in mbar.

TABLE IV. Oxygen–oxygen pair correlation function.R is in Å.

gO–O(R)

p/mbar Rmax Rmin nO–O

0.0156 2.96 3.88 2.1
0.0625 2.9 3.76 2.5
0.25 2.86 3.38 2.7
1.00 2.83 3.38 3
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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with their hydrogens pointing to the ion, at a similar avera
orientation angle of254°. As the number of molecule
drawn close to the ion rises, there is an increase in
water–water and the ion–water repulsion due to the io
charge-transfer processes. Under these conditions, the
ecules prefer to be distributed around the ion rather t
aggregate toward the energetically more favorable attack
sition of the ion, which corresponds to the side of the loc
ized protons. This tendency is intensified at nonzero te
peratures, where the entropic term in the free energyG5U
2TS1pV of the system becomes important and the st
that corresponds to the molecules being arranged around
ion becomes that of higher entropy. In this case the optim
arrangement of several water molecules is from the side
the oxygen atom, which by displaying a more dispers
charge distribution with a consequent reduced directiona
and strength of the ion–water interactions, the formation
hydrogen bonds with several neighboring water molecule
more probable. In this region water molecules turn out to
oriented with their hydrogen atoms towards the H3O

1 ion,
despite of its positive charge as a whole.

At distances, greater than about 6 Å, the spherical par
the Coulombic interactions will prevail and the water mo
ecules will be oriented with their hydrogens pointing aw
from the ion. As a consequence, the orientation pattern d
not change appreciably with distance. The pronounced di
tionality of the ion–water interaction is in principle quantu
in character and it is manifested at small enough distan
from the ion.

FIG. 7. Average polarization angle between the dipole moment vector o
water molecule and the radius vector pointing from the oxygen atom
H3O

1 to the oxygen atom of the water molecule, as a function of the ra
distance from the ion, at four vapor pressures. Pressure is in mbar.
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A tendency observed in Fig. 7 is the clear decrease of
overall average polarization effect as the cluster size
creases, a fact that has also been observed for the K1 ions.49

The impact of the ionic field anisotropy on the radial var
tion of the average polarization angle is indicated in Fig.
where the polarization angle probability distributions onx-y
planes perpendicular to specificzi cuts along thez axis are
shown. These plots have been taken atp51 mbar. The right
panel shows the distribution at plane cuts along the posi
z axis ~hydrogen side of the ion!, whereas the left pane
shows similar cuts along the negative segment of thez axis
~oxygen side of the ion!. Only slabs greater thanzi5u3.9u Å
are displayed.

At a first sight we observe that the anisotropy of t
ionic field is affecting the polarization of the water molecul
according to which hemisphere of the cluster they are fou
In general the polarization is stronger at the cluster poles
at the region close to the hydrogen atoms of the ion, azi

;4.0 Å.
At zi56.5 Å we find that the most probable angle

about 60°, which is within the range of values of the avera
polarization angle of the cluster at radial distances gre
than 6.5 Å, see Fig. 7. The water molecules at the posi
~north! cluster pole are found with their oxygens pointing
the hydrogens of the hydronium ion.

However, atzi526.5 it turns out that the most probab
angle is about 125°, which means that the water molecu
are pointing toward the oxygen atom of the ion with the
hydrogens. From Fig. 8, we see that the most stringent
larization forcing is observed at the region close to the
drogen atoms of the ion, at the positive hemisphere, azi

54.0 Å. This is a consequence of the strong localization
the positive charge of the protons. Here the most proba
orientational angle is;110°, with the hydrogens pointing to
the ion. This means that not only molecules found at
negative hemisphere can be polarized with their hydrog
toward the ion, but it can also happen to molecules that
found at the interior region of the positive hemisphere
well. In contrast to the strong polarization of the water m
ecules found closer to the hydrogen atoms of the ion,
water molecules that are found at the region close to
oxygen atom of the ion, atzi;24.0 Å, are loosely polarized
In fact they can orient their dipole moments in a wide ran
of angles with an almost equal probability. This behavior i
consequence of the diffusion of the negative charge of
ion relatively to the positive one, which is strongly localize

e
f
l

FIG. 8. Probability distribution function of the polarization angleu at zi

plane cuts along the negative~left panel! and the positive~right panel! z
axis. p51 mbar.
IP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Regarding the orientationf of the water molecule plane
with respect to thez axis, for p51 mbar we observe that a
the cluster surface, irrespective of the hemisphere, the m
probable value is 0°. In the interior of the cluster, the sa
way as foru, polarization is more intense for the water mo
ecules lying at the region closer to the hydrogen atoms of
ion with most probablef;65°. For the molecules closer t
the ionic center from the oxygen side~negative hemisphere!,
f polarization is less stringent, although the value of;65°
is the most probable.

D. Density distributions

The radial density distribution as function ofR and zi

along the positive and negativez axis is displayed in Fig. 9
The clusters atp51 mbar andT5250 K are to a very good
approximation spherical with a rather uniform distribution
the water molecules around the ionic center. In fact, th
slightly prefer to aggregate closer to the cluster poles ra
than at equatorial planes.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work we present a new, built on thermophysic
grounds, rigid many-body potential function for the descr
tion of the protonated water clusters. Apart from the ma
body water–ion–water interactions, separate terms h
been considered to account for the charge-transfer proce
that take place from the ion to the neighboring water m
ecules. The potential adjustable parameters have been
rived through fitting with a ;0.1 kBT accuracy to
experimental35,36 incrementalenthalpyandentropyvalues at
T5300 K for the corresponding proton hydration reactio
H2O1H1~H2O!n21→H1~H2O)n n51 – 8.

Entropy is directly related to the density of states a
therefore, to the shape of the potential-energy surface.
consideration of entropy information as well, instead of e
thalpy alone, increases the reliability of the potential fun
tion. The microscopic thermodynamic information we a
using, ensures the correct description of the many-body
teractions at least in the first shell, which shell dictates
behavior of the cluster as a whole in a large degree.

Our model, by assuming a rigid hydronium does not ta
into account H5O2

1 centered configurations which in sever
cases are found close in energy with H3O

1 centered ones.
We have found that the many-body water–ion–water

teractions constitute about the 10% of the three-body in

FIG. 9. Probability distribution function of the cluster density atzi plane
cuts along the negative and the positivez axis as function of the radia
distance.p51 mbar. Highest contour~black! is between 0.095 and 0.11
Å23. Contour spacing is 0.015 Å23.
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actions, the same way that three-body interactions comp
approximately the 10% of the corresponding two-body int
action in similar ionic or neutral water clusters.

The simulations of the protonated water clusters ha
been carried out in the Grand Canonical ensemble, whic
more appropriate in describing cluster growth processes,
sense that the cluster size to be studied is not arbitra
predetermined, but it is derived in a natural way according
the external temperature and vapor pressure conditions.

The many-body water–ion–water correlations are
sponsible for the appearance of a long-range order wh
results in the generation of larger in size clusters and in
creation of cagelike structures, with a detached ion occu
ing the cavity center. The onset of the caging effect appe
as early as fromn510 water molecules, where the hydro
nium ion, as the cluster size increases, shifts progressi
from configurations where it is doubly hydrogen bonded
water molecules, to those where it is bonded to a sin
bridging molecule before it becomes completely encag
The resultant structures are the result of the many-body
teractions incorporated into the potential function, since t
simulations with a pairwise additive potential result in
structures of the space-filling type.

Attempts to derive a potential function that would a
sume a sequential filling of the hydration shells, namely
second shell would be filled in only after the first one h
been completed, consistently led to very small entropy v
ues, in contradiction to the experimental results by Keba

The effects of the nonspherical ionic field are visible
the orientation of the water molecules in the cluster by be
strongly polarized at the region closer to the localized pro
charges of the H3O

1 ion and less polarized at the region
the dispersed oxygen charge of it. The polarization of
molecules is mainly dictated by the proton field at the clo
and distant from the ionic center regions. Only at interme
ate distances from the ion, the orientation of the dipole m
ment vector is determined by the anionic field of the oxyg
atom of the H3O

1 ion.
At the larger cluster size regime, the nonspherical field

only slightly manifested in the density probability distribu
tions. The density seems to be slightly increased in the a
close to the poles rather than at the cluster equator. Howe
not any ‘‘north–south’’ pole asymmetry is detected. Becau
of the prevalence of the strong water–water correlation
fects, the bridging molecules between the ion and the res
the cluster, that have been found to exist at smaller sizes
the size is increased they are drawn into the second hydra
shell. In this way the density in the inner region of the clus
closer to the ion is significantly reduced. The majority of t
water molecules lie at the cluster periphery where they h
similar and not conflicting orientational preferences and t
is a reason why a nearly spherical shape is achieved, as
spherical ion has been occupying the cluster center.
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